
2. Kitchen Door
 
the night mother walked
   into the sliding glass door
 
father was yelling
  over his mashed potatoes and beef  steak

at the kids to
 clean your rooms
take out the trash
 listen to your mother.
 
she hated raised voices.
they made her hands shake,
her wedding ring clinking
against her water glass.

“I’ll take the trash out myself,”
the tremble in her voice
betrayed her desperation.

he kept talking through her
so she got up from the table,
picked up the trash bags, one in each hand,
    and walked smack into the glass
like she could pass through
                                           as a ghost. 

the window 
no longer held her reflection
to echo back, to warn.

the sound of  glass falling.
icicles shattering.
a million iridescent shards.

those minute slivers spread themselves throughout the house.
burrowed in floorboards.
wedged their way into the soles of  shoes.
decades later the children would come across them 
still glittering silently in dusty corners,
like tears.

1. Shingles

the morning after the storm
the family woke to the sun 
shocking the green lawn

and black shingles 
pressed fiercely 
into the ground

as if  some forgotten god,
furious for his loss,
had set a steeple across the world.

1. Roof

dinner on the roof  once.  
balanced on the peak
and they ate things that crows might.
cornbread. corn on the cob.
  
  [once, there were theme dinners.
  dinner in a tree.  
  dinner with only square things.  square cups.
  
  then there was the heart attack. 
  red wine for health.

  entire bottles of  it.

  and the dinners stopped 
as before.]

4. Basement

behind the door
leading to the basement
their father marked each height
with his construction pencil
flat against the tops of  their heads.

initials, the date, a dash mark.

the second sister
 was always an eighth of  an inch taller than the first.

when they moved, the wall stayed here

each notch. 

she is taller now. but there is no record of  this.

3. Carpet

the playroom carpet was faded green,
the color of  something living, but very old. 
they played on it as their
newly discovered ground,
the girl and boy.
she was seven, he was five.
 
that day, she left him for just a moment,
to get a glass of  water,
but when she returned, the room
had shifted somehow.
 
the setting sun blazed between the curtains,
turning her brother’s blond hair to fire.
 
he sat in the middle of  the room, a bottle
of  ketchup in one hand,
his mother’s lipstick in the other,
eyes wide like he’d seen god.
 
in front of  him, a giant shadow,
deep and circular, as if  some ancient sea
had pushed itself  up through the ground 
and was sucking the house back down 
into it’s primordial ooze.
 
when their parents found them, they were bent over
that imaginary pool the boy had conjured
as if  it could reflect back to them
their true nature.

the children were promptly spanked
and sent to their room.
after a deep cleaning
the stain faded, 
but never came out.

2. Kitchen Wall

mother and daughter
painted the kitchen
three colors.

sun yellow. gypsy rose. aqua.

there are still jars of  turpentine
on the attic stairs.

even though the ceiling is white again.

the pink matched exactly
the inside of  the fish
her second husband caught and mounted on a slab
of  wood. 
  this was the reason for pink.

  the other colors matched the music
  they danced to.  django reinhardt. other 
  records.  dropped down one at a time.

3. Linoleum

shard of  linoleum::
green and latticed from the first kitchen

[they tore it up
sheet by sheet
replaced with cool tiles
the dusky pink of  adobe.
the children learned to grout. 
 fill the holes and scrape, 
 wipe quickly with a damp cloth
 keep the tiles clean]

their father was careful,
 placing a level every few feet.
 they walked carefully
 to keep everything steady.  as if    footsteps
  were enough to change the small bubble
  balanced between lines

4. Basement Stairs

steep. 
     dark even with the small square window 
  at the top landing, which shows the blue sky 
   and the tender white blossoms of  the cherry tree.

this baby the second hope. the first ended in a 
ziplock bag in the refridgerator. for the doctor to see. no limbs yet, no legs for 
climbing stairs one day. only a dented cranium and a potatoe sack body. soft and 
wrinkled as a dead chicken’s skin.

                the toilet water had swirled with her blood. 
  
she had called for him. called down the stairs 
           into the dark space below 
        but that darkness 
           

       swallowed her voice 

and he did not hear.
 
and now this baby, this new hope, is wailing, is angry. at her. for her  losses, her 
inadequacies. and she is looking out the window at the top of  the stairs at the 
cherry blossoms. they are so beautiful, so frail, like flesh. the sun filters through the 
branches, creating stripes of  light and shadow across the angry infant’s pinched face.

now she is turning, she is going downstairs to rock the baby in the dark quiet of
the house’s underbelly, to stop the screaming. for a moment she allows herself  to 
believe she is a good mother. but then she is stumbling over a step, she is twisting 
her ankle, now she falling

      in air

oh god, no time to scream, to think, she is pushing baby’s face into to her chest, 
clinging, clinging, twisting her back so it is she who will hit     
   the ground, 
     not her baby not her baby
     this animal urge rising up sacrafice mother
      for child

         not again.
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